Elizabeth Rawnsley  elizabeth rawnsley betty.rawnsley@outlook.comHide
To info@simonspeakers.com info@simonspeakers.com, askdoj@usdoj.gov askdoj@usdoj.gov,
Debora.Pignatelli@nh.gov Debora.Pignatelli@nh.gov
Cc juliette_kayyem@hks.harvard.edu juliette_kayyem@hks.harvard.edu, betty_rawnsley@aim.com
betty_rawnsley@aim.com, cnntips <cnntips@cnn.com> cnntips@cnn.com, whistleblower
<whistleblower@judiciary-rep.senate.gov> Whistleblower@judiciary-rep.senate.gov
Simon Speakers: Juliette Kayyem interviewed all the time on CNN during the same time frame that CNN played
citizens for fools, during the impeachment inquiry of Donald J. Trump and any investigations of Congress. Robert
Mueller, FBI, U.S.D.O.J. and the comedy show, in the hands of the media industry. The false faces of Harvard Law,
in this region for decades has become an embarrassment, under the control of both political parties.

Are you handling contracts and fees paid for her to speak at events, etc…? Media malpractice is a fact that should be
dealt with during this next election. It is 2020. The public corruption, in the hands of people in power, in the region
where Ms. Kayyem has been employed seems to be contributing to many a problem and process, in our own
government. All in the hands of the highest of wage earners employed in this country and now in the hands of the
U.S. Supreme Court Justices? U.S. President Donald J. Trump is interested in “Law and Order?”
Sincerely, Elizabeth A. Rawnsley

-----Original Message-----
From: elizabeth rawnsley <betty.rawnsley@outlook.com>
To: sullivan@wcax.com <sullivan@wcax.com>; betty_rawnsley@aim.com <betty_rawnsley@aim.com>
Cc: whistleblower <whistleblower@judiciary-rep.senate.gov> <Whistleblower@judiciary-rep.senate.gov>
pio@supremecourt.gov <pio@supremecourt.gov>; karberg@supremecourt.gov <karberg@supremecourt.gov>
Sent: Thu, Jun 18, 2020 6:00 am

https://www.fosters.com/.../sununu-nh-commission-to-help... ( The corruption and fraud covered up by those serving
as "oversight" seem to be at the rotten roots of so many abusive behaviors of those employed in the legal industry
and in law enforcement, in this region. ) Sincerely, Elizabeth A. Rawnsley
Re: Governor Sununu sets up commission to review police accountability, in the State of New Hampshire: ACLU in New Hampshire is participating in the process? Re: We had 101 members of this state review the conduct of their own state courts, years ago.

You work as a reporter in New Hampshire. You wrote a small article addressing one more commission, set up by one more governor, in New Hampshire. I have witnessed Governor Sununu serve as “Executive Council” and he never seemed too concerned about any professional misconduct, in the state courts or by law enforcement. That is a position of “oversight.” We have plenty of people stonewalling the facts from citizens sitting in many positions of power, in this region for years, now, during many a time frame.

Re: ( www.nhcitcourts.org) An entire time frame when many attorneys were fully aware of the professional misconduct of the law enforcement, in this state and region. He was one of many politicians choosing to cover up for injustices, of law enforcement. Do you feel as if that may be attributing to all the judicial chaos, in this state, region, and in the country for decades? I know that it is a factor and I am tired of witnessing politicians, covering up for the actions of state attorneys and judges, in this state. ( Mike Gill did have a “State of Corruption” in New Hampshire Facebook page set up, during a one-time frame.) He never allowed many facts to be posted, on to the attention of the public, in fear of retaliation. It seems as if the law firm of Shaheen and Gordon, in New Hampshire finally closed him down, a few years, ago. What a pathetic process, in the hands of so many lawyers after offering him a 50 million dollar settlement deal to close down his Facebook page.

Transparency and Accountability? We could begin by addressing the need to report the injustices and professional misconduct involved in this state, during many a process and for decades. Some common sense and civility are in order. Racism, in this state, is not causing any problems or hardships for African Americans. This state is simply “free” of honest media coverage, during many elections, campaigns, and presidency. ( Ask the MA BOARD OF OVERSEERS, in BOSTON< MA, why I was embezzled of my own finances of twenty thousand dollars, after witnessing the “First time Taser Guns” were used and misused in New Hampshire.) The professional misconduct of the Merrimack, New Hampshire Police and so many attorneys, in New Hampshire, was surely covered up by many politicians in this region. Why?

Do you have the names of the 13 members involved in this commission, Mr. Sullivan? We have all types of documents and “facts” collected by over one hundred members, in this state reported on to the attention of former Supreme Court Justice John Broderick. Over 101 members of attorneys and his friends and affiliations never held anyone to any honesty or accountability. Some of us were requesting accountability and some protections during the entire process. I was one of those people witnessing all types of unethical conduct of law enforcement, judges and many attorneys at law. All that we witnessed were more retaliation of law enforcement and a huge cover-up. Re: Unlawfully tapping into my phone lines by the Merrimack, New Hampshire Police was surely covered up by many media sources. Why? Ask, that question of Governor Sununu of New Hampshire. Union Leader-Newspaper? Fox News Corporation? How protected is one state during many a process and circumstance?

Former New Hampshire Supreme Court Justice “Chief” Broderick was fully aware of the professional misconduct and medical negligence involved in many a process. He and his members sat back and covered up for all types of professional misconduct and violations of state and federal laws. A 911 call, in this state, becomes a criminal action, if you have the police involved in a medical emergency? Why? What about all the corruption involved in the legal industry, in this state and region? The media malpractice covering up for the injustices may be one of the reasons why we are witnessing so many people and police become so very misguided and confused. The bad behaviors are never exposed, if you don’t have anyone investigating into the conduct. No accountability but you do have plenty of bullies covering up for one another, in this state and region. A Nation of Laws? Or A Nation of Cowards? I believe former U.S. President Obama has placed this question on to the public. He should have used his federal agencies to investigate into the conduct reported on to his attention.